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Jojo no Kimyouna Bouken (Import)
FAQ/Walkthrough
by ritchie

Jojo's Bizarre Adventure 
Jojo no Kimyou na Bouken 
(c) HIROHIKO ARAKI/SHUEISHA 
(c) COBRA TEAM 1993 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Please use all three cheat codes to get infinite money. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7E0BC03F 
7E0BC142 
7E0BC20F  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
At the beginning of each battles, you have to draw a tarot card.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
About Each Commands  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. ATTACK:   Deprive the enemy's HP with a killer shot.  
2. SPEAK:    - Select the enemy.  
             Deprive the enemy's MP with a mental attack.  
             - Select an ally.  
             Recover an ally's MP by encouraging him.  
3. ITEM:     Use a recovery item.  
4. SEARCH:   Selecting TACTICS becomes possible.  
5. TACTICS:  - FLASH:  
             An attack that pierces the enemy's weak point is possible.  
             - GUTS:  
             A high attack is temporarily possible.  
             - ESCAPE:  
             It is possible to escape from battle.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                      JAPAN 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Jotaro's House 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"Speak" to Joestar and Avdol. (Make sure to "search" on both sides of the  
cabinets for items). After that, leave the house, and go east to school.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the way to School 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight the bad student x3 (30HP). In battle, choose  
"FLASH" for Jotaro. After defeating the bad student x3, there is a scene.  
Now, continue to go east, and then go north into another area. In this area,  
go east, and there is a scene. After that, continue to go east to where the  
long stairs is at, and there is a scene. Now, fight Hierophant Green. On the  
third turn of the battle, Hierophant Green will escape. After that, there is  
a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
School - Infirmary 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



After that, go to the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight the female  
doctor. In battle, choose "FLASH" for Jotaro. After defeating the female  
doctor, there is a scene. Now, fight Kakyoin. After defeating Kakyoin, there  
is a scene, and Kakyoin becomes a friend. (Make sure to "search" on both  
sides of the cabinets for items). After that, go to the left, and go thru the  
sliding door into the hallway.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the way to the Classroom 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and there is a scene. After that, continue to go to the  
left, and there is a scene. Now, go to the left, and go thru the sliding  
doors into the classroom. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
School - Classroom 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the left. Now, fight the bad student x3. In battle, choose "FLASH" for  
Jotaro & Kakyoin. After defeating the bad student x3, there is a scene. After  
that, go to the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Tower of Gray. In  
battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin. On the third turn of the battle, Tower of  
Gray will escape. After that, go to the left, and go thru the sliding door  
into the hallway.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the way to the Locker Room 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and there is a scene. After that, go to the left, and go  
thru the sliding door into the locker room. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
School - Locker Room 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Tower of Gray. In  
battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin. On the third turn of the battle, Tower of  
Gray will escape. Make sure to "search" the two of the lockers for items.  
After that, go to the left, and go thru the sliding door back into the  
hallway.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the way to the Rest Room 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and there is a scene. After that, go to the left, and go  
thru the door into the rest room. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rest Room 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Tower of Gray (100HP).  
In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin. After defeating Tower of Gray, there  
is a scene. After that, go to the left, and there is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Jotaro's House 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and then go up into the next area. In this area, go to  
the right, and go thru the door into the kitchen. In the kitchen, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. After that, Joseph and Avdol become friends.  
Now, leave the house, and go to the gate. At the gate, go east a little until  
you see an arrow above a pole. While standing in front of the pole, press the  
DOWN button to go into the next area.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the way to the Bookshop 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In this area, go east, and then north into the area where the shops are at.  
The shops are counting from left to right (book, item, inn, weapon & armor).  
Make sure to buy equipment for the group, and also stock up on recovery items  



(since you are using the money cheat codes). After that, go into the  
bookshop. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bookshop 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Polnareff. In battle,  
choose "FLASH" for Avdol & Kakyoin. After defeating Polnareff, there is a  
scene, and Polnareff becomes a friend. After that, go to the right, and go  
thru the door into the next room. In this room, go to the right, and "search"  
the treasure chest on the right for a map of the Strange Mansion. After that,  
leave the bookshop. Now, go west, and then north into the next area. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
On the way to the Strange Mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In this area, go east, and there is a scene. After that, go east, and go thru  
the gate into the Strange Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Strange Mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vampire (40HP). After  
defeating Vampire, go to the right a little, and go down the stairs to B1. On  
B1, go all the way to the right, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go to  
the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vampire x2 (40HP). After defeating  
Vampire x2, go to the left, and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go all the  
way to the left, and go down the stairs to B4. On B4, there is a scene. After  
that, go all the way to the left to where the ladder is at, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Dark Blue Moon (100HP). After defeating Dark Blue Moon,  
there is a scene. Now, go back into the mansion. In the mansion, go all the  
way to the right, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go all the way to the  
left, and go thru the double doors into the next room. In this room, go to  
the right, and there is a scene. After that, go to the right, and there is a  
scene. After that, go to the right, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go  
all the way to the right, and go thru the double doors into the next room. In  
this room, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Strength  
(150HP). After defeating Strength, go to the right, and go thru the double  
doors into the next room. In this room, go to the right, and there is a  
scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inside of the Airplane 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and speak to the woman who is holding the child. There  
is a dream scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inside the Dream World 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. After that, go to the right, and  
there is a scene. Now, fight Star Platinum. In battle, choose "ESCAPE" for  
Kakyoin to leave the battle. After that, go to the right, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Magician's Red. In battle, choose "ESCAPE" for Kakyoin to  
leave the battle. After that, there is a scene. Now, fight Death Thirteen  
(70HP). In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin. After defeating Death  
Thirteen, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inside of the Airplane 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way to the right to where the toilet is at. After that,  
"search" the toilet door nob, and there is a scene. Now, fight High  
Priestess. In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin to leave the battle. After  
that, there is a scene. Now, go all the way to the left to the cockpit is at.  
In the cockpit, go to where the pilot is at, and there is a scene. Now, fight  



High Priestess (180HP). In battle, first choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin, and then  
"SPEAK" for the group. After defeating High Priestess, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                      India 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(Make sure to buy new equipment for the group). After that, go thru the door  
that's nearby into the hotel.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hotel
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and "speak" to the man who is behind the counter to get  
the room key. After that, go to the right to where the elevator is at. Go in  
front of the elevator, and choose 2. On 2F, go to the right into room 201. In  
room 201, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Ebony Devil. On  
the third turn of the battle, Ebony Devil will escape, and there is a scene.  
After that, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Ebony Devil.  
On the third turn of the battle, Ebony Devil will escape. Make sure to  
"search" the drawers for items. After that, leave that room, and go back to  
the elevator. Go in front of the elevator, and choose B. On B1, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Ebony Devil (190HP). After defeating  
Ebony Devil, go to the right, and go thru the door into the rest room. In the  
rest room, go to the right, and "search" Devo to get the roof key. After  
that, leave rest room, and go back to the elevator. Go in front of the  
elevator, and choose 3. On 3F, go all the way to the right, and go thru the  
door into the roof area. On the roof, go to the right, and there is a scene.  
Now, fight Ebony Devil. on the third turn of the battle, Ebony Devil will  
escape, and there is a scene. Now, fight Yellow Temperance. On the third turn  
of the battle, Yellow Temperance will escape. There is a scene, and the group  
get 301 key. After that, go back thru the door into 3F hallway, and go into  
room 301. In room 301, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight  
Yellow Temperance (98HP). In battle, first choose "SPEAK," and then "ATTACK"  
for the group. After defeating Yellow Temperance, there is a scene. In room  
202, there is a scene. Now, Polnareff has to fight Hanged Man. On the third  
turn of the battle, Hanged Man will escape, and there is a scene. After that,  
leave the hotel, and there is a scene. Now, go west, and then north into the  
Market area. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Market 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way to the east, and there is a scene. Polnareff rejoins the  
group, and there is a scene. Now, fight Emperor. On the third turn of the  
battle, Emperor will escape, and there is a scene. Now, fight Emperor &  
Hanged Man. In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin to leave the battle. After  
that, go back to the area where the hotel is at. Now, go east, and there is a  
scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Outskirts of Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, fight Hanged Man. In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin to leave the  
battle. After that, there is a scene. Now, go west, and there is a scene.  
Now, fight Hanged Man (120HP). In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin, and  
then "ATTACK" for the group. After defeating Hanged Man, there is a scene,  
and the group gets the treasure warehouse key. After that, go west until you  
see an arrow above a piece of wall. While standing in front of the piece of  
wall, and press the DOWN button to go back into the town area. Now, go west,  
and then north into the next area. In this area, go east, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Emperor. On the third turn of the battle, Emperor will  
escape, and there is a scene. Now, go east, and go thru the last door into  



the treasure warehouse. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Treasure Warehouse 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and "search" the eighth treasure chest (counting from  
left to right) for Dio's letter, and there is a scene. After that, leave the  
warehouse, and there is a scene. Now, go back to the hotel area, and there is  
a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Border 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Wheel of Fortune. After defeating Wheel of  
Fortune, there is a scene. Now, fight Wheel of Fortune (300HP). In battle,  
choose "GUTS" continuously on Wheel of Fortune for all members of the group.  
After defeating Wheel of Fortune, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                      Pakistan 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(Make sure to buy new equipment for the group). Now, go all the way to the  
right, and "speak" to the guy who is blocking the door to the bar. After  
that, go to the left, and "speak" to the fat guy who is standing on the right  
side of the mansion door. You have to choose one member of the group who's  
courage will be tested inside the mansion, so I chose Jotaro. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vampire x2 (60HP). After  
defeating Vampire x2, go to the right, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2,  
go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vampire x3. After defeating  
Vampire x3, "search" the treasure chest for the Cobra key. Now, leave the  
mansion, and there is a scene. After that, go all the way to the right,  
"speak" to the guy who is blocking the door to the bar. After that, go thru  
that door into the bar. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bar 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and go thru the door into the next room. In this room,  
go to the right, and "speak" to D'arby (man with the red vest on) who will  
play a card game with the group. Each member of the group has to guess which  
card is a spade. In the fifth round of the game, it doesn't matter which card  
you choose for Jotaro because it will be the correct one to win the card  
game. After that, leave the bar. Now, go east, and then north into the next  
area. In this area, go all the way east, and "search" the man in the white  
robe. There is a scene. After that, go thru the door into the Big Mansion  
that's nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Big Mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go to the right, and  
go thru the door into the room. In this room, go to the right, and "speak" to  
Hol Horse. After that, leave that room, and go back to 1F. On 1F, go to the  
right, and go thru the door into the room. In this room, go to the right, and  
go thru the door into the room. In this room, go to the right, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Zombie x2. After defeating Zombie x2, go all the way to the  
right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Zombie x3 (93HP). After defeating  
Zombie x3, go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go to the right, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Justice (230HP). In battle, first choose "FLASH" for  
Jotaro, and then "ATTACK" for the group. After defeating Justice, there is a  



scene. Now, go to the right, and go up the stairs to leave the mansion. After  
that, go all the way to west, and then go north into the next area. In this  
area, go west to the SPW. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SPW 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Lovers (150HP). In  
battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin. After defeating Lovers, there is a scene.  
Now, leave, and go back to the Big Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Big Mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and go up the stairs to 2F. On 2F, go to the right, and  
go thru the door into the room. In this room, go to the right, and search the  
treasure chest. There is a scene with Cameo. Now, fight Jotaro x3. After  
defeating Jotaro x3, there is a scene with Cameo. Now, fight Hol Horse. After  
defeating Hol Horse, there is a scene with Cameo. Now, fight Judgement  
(200HP). After defeating Judgement, there is a scene. Now, leave the mansion,  
and go back to the area where SPW is at. There is a scene. After that,  
"speak" to the man again, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                      Egypt 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Desert 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
After that, ride the camel east until you see the Sun in the sky. Then,  
"SEARCH" the Sun, and there is a scene. Now, fight Sun (110HP). In battle,  
choose "FLASH" for Avdol, and then "ATTACK" for the group. After defeating  
Sun, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go all the way east, and then north into the next area. In this area, go  
east, and there is a scene. After that, go east, and go thru the door into  
the old temple. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Old Temple
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
After that, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Man of  
Granulation x3 (85HP). After defeating Man of Granulation x3, go all the way  
to the right, and go thru the door into the next room. In this room, go all  
the way to the right, and "search" the switch on the wall to pull it down.  
There is a scene. Now, go all the way to the left, and go back thru the door  
into the hallway area where the other doors are at. Now, go thru the door on  
the left that's nearby the door you just came thru into the next room. In  
this room, go to the left, and go thru the door into the next room. In this  
room, go to the right, and "search" the treasure chest on the right for  
Anubis' sword. After that, go to the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight  
Iggy (110HP). After defeating Iggy, there is a scene, and Iggy becomes a  
friend. Now, leave the temple, and there is a scene. Reply with "yes" to  
give the Merchant Anubis' sword. After that, go to the left, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight the Merchant. After defeating the Merchant, there is a  
scene, and the group gets back Anubis' sword. Now, go to the weapon shop. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Weapon Shop 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and "speak" to man behind the counter. There is a  
scene. Now, fight Chaka (295HP). In battle, choose "FLASH" for Kakyoin, and  
then "ATTACK" for the group. After defeating Chaka, there is a scene. (Make  
sure to buy new equipment for the group). After that, leave the weapon shop.  



Now, go west, and then north into the next area. In this area, go east to the  
front of the library. At the front of the library, "speak" to the man who is  
standing on the left side of the library door, and reply with "Yes." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Library 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. After that, go to the right, and  
go into aisle 7-8. In aisle 7-8, go to the right, and there is a scene. After  
that, go back to the left, and go into the area where the asiles are at. In  
this area, go to the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Alessi. In  
battle, choose "SPEAK" continuously for the group. After defeating Alessi,  
there is a scene. Now, leave the library. At the front of the library, there  
is a scene. After that, go to the west, and go north into the next area. In  
this area, go west, and there is a scene. After that, go west, and there is a  
scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Desert 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
After Iggy rejoins the group, go east, and there is a scene. After that, go  
east, and there is a scene. Now, fight Geb. On the third turn of the battle,  
Geb will escape. After that, go east, and there is a scene. Now, fight Geb.  
On the third turn of the battle, Geb will escape, and there is a scene. After  
that, go east, and there is a scene. Now, fight Geb. In battle, choose  
"ESCAPE" for Kakyoin to leave the battle. After that, there is a scene. Now,  
fight Geb (150HP). After defeating Geb, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cairo Town
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go east, and go into the weapon shop.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Weapon Shop 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, "search" the ornament on the counter, and there  
is a scene. After that, leave the weapon shop. Now, go west, and then north  
into the next area. In this area, go east, and go thru the door that's nearby  
into the bar. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bar 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and go thru the door into the rest room. In the rest  
room, go to the right, and "search" the treasure chest for the mansion key.  
(Optional: You can raise the group's level by "speaking" to the man behind  
the counter, and reply with "yes" to pay him $300 to fight the Vampires).  
After that, leave the bar. Now, go east, and go thru the door into the  
mysterious mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mysterious Mansion 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and "search" the ornament that's on the left side of  
the door. There is a scene. Now, go thru that door down the stairs to B1. On  
B1, go to the right, and go thru the door down the stairs to B2. On B2, go to  
the left, and there is a scene. After that, go thru the door that's nearby  
down the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the right, and there is a scene. Now,  
fight Emperor (185HP) & Bast (180HP). After defeating Emperor & Bast, there  
is a scene. After that, go east to the front of Dio's Mansion, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Horus (250HP). In battle, choose "GUTS" continuously on  
Horus for all members of the group. After defeating Horus, go thru the door  
into Dio's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dio's Mansion 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, go to the right, and go thru the first opened door  
(counting from left to right) into another area. In this area, go thru the  
second opened door (counting from left to right) into another area. In this  
area, go thru the opened door that's nearby on the left into a beach area on  
an island. In this area, search the television screen that's nearby, and  
there is a scene. Now, fight Atum (180HP). After defeating Atum, the group  
gets the island door key. Now, go west, and go thru the door which will warp  
the group back to front of Dio's Mansion. There is a scene. After that, go  
east, and go back thru the front door into Dio's Mansion. Now, go all the way  
to the right where the third & fourth opened doors (counting from left to  
right) are at, and "search" the big hollow dent on the wall that's between  
those two doors. There is a scene. Now, fight Kenny G. On the first turn of  
the battle, Kenny G will escape, and there is a scene. After that, go to the  
left, and go thru the door that's nearby down the stairs to B1. On B1, go to  
the right, and go thru the door on the right down the stairs to B2. On B2,  
go thru the door on the left into the next room. In this room, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vampire x2. After defeating Vampire  
x2, leave that room, and go to the right. There is a scene. Now, fight  
Vampire x3. After defeating Vampire x3, go back up the stairs to B1. On B1,  
go thru the door on the left that's nearby down to B2. On B2, go to the  
right, and go thru the door on the right into the next room. In this room,  
go all the way to the right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vanilla Ice.  
On the third turn of the battle, Vanilla Ice will escape. After that, go  
back to B1. On B1, go thru the door on the right down the stairs to B2. On  
B2, go thru the door on the right into the next room. In this room, go all  
the way to the right, and "search" Kenny G. There is a scene. Now, fight  
Kenny G (60HP). After defeating Kenny G, go back to 1F. On 1F, go to the  
right, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vanilla Ice. In battle, choose  
"FLASH" for Avdol to leave the battle. After that, go up the stairs that's  
nearby to 2F. On 2F, go to the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Vanilla  
Ice (700HP). In battle, choose "GUTS" continuously on Vanilla Ice for all  
members of the group. After defeating Vanilla Ice, there is a scene. Now, go  
all the way to the left, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go to the left,  
and there is a scene. After that, go to the left, and there is a scene. Now,  
fight Dio. In battle, choose "FLASH" for Avdol & Kakyoin to leave the battle,  
and there is a scene. The group gets the treasure chest key. (Make sure to go  
back to the shop, and stock up on the items of stimulant ($5000) to fully  
revive a fallen member & panacea ($2500) to fully recover the HPs & MPs for  
all members of the group). After that, go to the right, and go thru the door  
into the next room. In this room, go to the right, and "search" the treasure  
chest for the time cap. After equipping Jotaro with the time cap, there is a  
scene. Now, leave that room. (Recommend LV14 for the group). After that,  
go all the way to the left, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go to the  
left, and there is a scene. Now, fight the final boss Dio (1000HP). In  
battle, use the stimulant to fully revive a fallen member, and the panacea to  
fully recover the HPs & MPs for the group. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Version 1.0 
By Ritchie (hidall@hotmail.com)
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